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Assassin Creed 3 Guide
Master Square Enix's critically acclaimed RPG Octopath Traveler with this comprehensive guide! Explore every corner of Orsterra
with the help of this complete guide which includes insight and explanation of the main narrative as well as boss strategies for
each of the games' eight protagonists! Dive deeper with detailed environment maps, subquest information, and beautiful
illustrations that fully realize Octopath Traveler's HD-2D graphics with exclusive explanations and commentary from the
development team. Dark Horse Books and Square Enix present a faithful localization of the original Japanese volume, offered in
English for the first time! Whether you're a first-time player or looking to take your game to one hundred percent completion, this
guide book is not to be missed!
The characters and places from the Assassin's Creed video games come to life in this unique non-fiction guide to the historical
time periods of the games. It's a perfect-and age appropriate-- book for middle grade and YA fans of the Assassin's Creed
franchise, exploring how the game's characters figure into their various time periods and then diving into the real history of each. It
features the true stories behind the battles, assassinations, and historical figures such as George Washington, Leonardo da Vinci
and the infamous pirate Blackbeard. Illustrated with images from the games as well as historical illustrations and photographs,
time periods include the Crusades, Italian Renaissance, Colonial Americas, French Revolution, and Victorian England. Both
unbelievably cool and educational, Assassin's Creed Through the ages is a stunning visual guide that shows how the hugely
popular game series brings history to life.
You are Connor, warrior son of a Native American mother and British father. As the colonies draw closer to revolution, you will
dedicate your life to the freedom of your clan, becoming the spark that ignites the revolution into a full blaze. Your crusade will lead
you through blood-soaked battlefields and crowded city streets, to the perilous wilderness and stormy seas. You will not only
witness history... you will make it. Set against the backdrop of one of the bloodiest Revolutions in world history, prepare to be
drawn back into the centuries old battle between the Assassin’s Order and their sworn enemy, the Templars. Unleash lethal new
skills and experience a stunningly realistic world created by Anvil Next, a new engine that redefines gaming. Welcome to an
entirely new chapter in the Assassin’s Creed saga. Inside this guide: - Every story mission (and how to get FULL Synch for each
one!). - Every single Side-Quest covered. - All feathers located. - Every treasure chest uncovered. - Find every one of Peg Leg's
hidden treasures. - Pick up every Almanac Page. - List of all Pivots and Animus Hacks (cheats). - Easter Eggs and Unlockables. Full list of achievements.
Looking for some beginner's tips for starting out in Valhalla? In the latest open-world game from Ubisoft, you'll be setting sail from
Norway to England - to name but a few of the areas - with your loyal clan by your side. You'll be hunting legendary animals in
Valhalla, searching for Thor's hammer, and spending time romancing the characters you meet on your travels. This Assassin's
Creed Valhalla guide will focus on some general tips you should know before you start playing. It'll help you grapple with the
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game's combat and exploration, while also pointing you towards the best available abilities in the game, setting you up for a
successful siege of the British Isles.
Assassin Creed: Brotherhood, the story once again features Ezio Auditore da Firenze, now a legendary Master Assassin, as he
strives to rebuild the Assassin Brotherhood in Rome, by bringing down the tyrannical Templar family, the Borgia, and bringing the
city into the true wealth and wonder of the Renaissance. Brotherhood retains the gameplay from its predecessor, with many
significant new additions. Combat with the knife, sword and mace is now dual-wielded, paired with throwing knives and the Hidden
Gun respectively. This allows Ezio to seamlessly utilize the ranged weapons in the middle of combat. In addition, a new kill-streak
feature allows Ezio to continuously move from enemy to enemy and perform multiple takedowns and executions using melee
weapons. Utilizing dual-wielded weapons also allow Ezio to perform dual executions that work in conjunction to the kill-streak
feature. This is the 100% complete guide to Assassin's Creed Brotherhood. Carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story
spoilers. Quick search index for ease-of-use.
Written in conjunction with Kojima Productions and Platinum Games in Japan, this is the fifth Metal Gear guide developed by
Piggyback. The 100% complete Walkthrough covers every step of the game and takes players through every combat encounter
and boss battle, focusing on reaching the maximum S-rank on all difficulty levels, including the ultimate "Revengeance" mode.
Highest quality screenshots relay battle strategies supported by annotated, top-down maps revealing the location of all collectibles.
Reference & Analysis: A comprehensive tool offering in-depth analysis for all systems in the game including Combat, Moves &
Combos, Customization, Weapons & Items, Enemies (with expert strategies to overcome each), and Achievements & Trophies.
The Extras chapter covers maximum-score walkthroughs for all VR missions, all optional Codec conversations, all Easter eggs
and Checklists for all unlockable Bonuses & Titles with details on how to unlock each. Quick-search, user-friendly tab system and
a comprehensive alphabetical index. Includes unique, not-yet-seen, official artworks.
Bursting with timelines, concept art, locations, history, character profiles, and technology, this is the ultimate guide to the milennialong struggle between the Assassin Brotherhood and the Templar Order. The covert war between two secret organizations, the
Templars order and the Brotherhood of the Assassins, has been raging for millennia. Packed with beautiful images and featuring
the latest lore, "Assassin's Creed: The Essential Guide," explores the major characters, technology, key historical settings, and
epic story of this conflict. Encompassing the entire franchise, Assassin's Creed: The Essential Guide is both an ideal introduction
and the perfect guide to the Assassin's Creed universe, full with facts on: -The Assassin Brotherhood and the Templar order -The
First Civilisation -Technology and Weapons -Historical Settings and Locations -The Present day storyline
An exclusive art book published to coincide with the much-anticipated release of Assassin's Creed III. Initially launched in 2007,
the first four Assassin's Creed games have sold more than 38 million units worldwide, and the franchise is now established as one
of the best-selling series ever. Recognized for having some of the richest, most-engrossing art and storytelling in the industry,
Assassin's Creed transcends video games, branching out into other entertainment experiences including comic books, Facebook
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games, novels, short films and more. Assassin's Creed III sees the franchise step into a brand new era, with a new assassin in a
revolutionary world. With intricately detailed environments and finely-honed and evocative historical reimaginings, this is a world
into which you can immerse yourself and feel the echoes of the past come to life. Continuing in the footsteps of this already worldrenowned franchise, Assassin's Creed III promises to be the biggest and best yet. Highlights in the game, and in the book, include
new interactive cityscapes, frozen winter landscapes, threats from the natural world, weather systems that affect gameplay, and a
wholly new environment for any Assassin so far - all stunningly and historically-correctly recreated by the Ubisoft studio.
Welcome to the world of the multi-gazillion selling angry Birds. Brandishing new birds, new puzzles, a trajectory pointer and the usual hidden
levels and DLC, this is packed to the hilt with 95 levels of pig-popping action. In our detailed strategy guide you'll find: - Strategies for every
one of the 95 levels in the game. - Every level has screenshots and video showing you how to solve the puzzle. - Includes full solutions for
the super-difficult Danger Zone. - How to unlock all of the hidden Eggstroid levels.
When Desmond Miles is called away on an urgent mission, he entrusts fellow Assassin Jonathan Hawk with File 24. Hawk sets out to search
for the Scepter of Isis – a powerful ancient artifact, lost in time. Through his Assassin ancestor, El Cakr, Hawk travels to Egypt in 1257, where
the Scepter lies in the hands of the new Sultan. Pursued in the present by the formidable Templar agent Vernon Hest, Hawk finds himself in a
race against time…throughout time. The first of three fantastic new albums in the second cycle of Assassin’s Creed graphic novels from
Ubisoft’s Les Deux Royaumes, published for the first time in the English language, Assassin’s Creed: Hawk is the continuation to the
exciting, fast-paced Assassin’s Creed comic series, featuring an all-new Assassin in an all-new era!
This masterfully designed oversized hardcover art book invites the reader on a visual journey through the world of Assassin's Creed Valhalla:
A world defined by the harsh beauty of Viking life, rich with fascinating characters and breathtaking landscapes. The Assassin's Creed series
is renowned for its skillful blend of historical fiction, epic environments, and exciting action. This art book offers an insider's look at the
immersive art direction of Assassin's Creed Valhalla, the first title in the franchise to explore Norse culture and the Viking invasion of England
in the 9th century. Featuring iconic artworks ranging from stunning settings to brutal weapons, as well as developer insights. This deluxe
edition includes: • An exclusive cover • A decorative slipcase • A gallery-quality lithograph print Ubisoft and Dark Horse Books offer this
enticing collection of art and commentary that is sure to attract returning fans and newcomers alike.
The year is 1715. Pirates rule the Caribbean and have established their own lawless Republic where corruption, greediness, and cruelty are
commonplace. Among these outlaws is a brash young captain named Edward Kenway. His fight for glory has earned him the respect of
legends like Blackbeard, but also drawn him into the ancient war between Assassins and Templars, a war that may destroy everything the
pirates have built. Welcome to the Golden Age of Piracy. Inside this guide: - Every story mission (and how to get FULL Synch for each one!).
- Every single side quest covered (Legendary Ships, Contracts etc). - All hidden treasure maps and treasures located. - Every miscellaneous
mission is detailed. - Hunting/Harpooning/Crafting - it's all in here. - All Templar Hunts - Trophy/achievement guide. - "Freedom Cry" and
Playstation-exclusive "Aveline" DLCs covered in full.
Hitman 3 Guide Do you want the force to be with you while playing Hitman 3 Then this Hitman 3 guide is for You! In it you will find essential
tips, tricks and info that will help you beat the game, your enemies and any obstacle in the different chapters of the game. In the begining of
this guide you can find the Walkthrough section that goes into great detail over what you need to do in the different chapters of the game
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Hitman III . The book is full of information collected thanks to numerous hours of studying and playing the game and it is 100% correct. Use
the chapters dedicated to different hidden and much needed Abilities as well as special Guides in your advantage. In Hitman 3 Guide Book
you will find information about the following topics: Chapters Walkthroughs Abilities Lightsaber Guide Numerous How To-s Tips and Tricks
Reus is a god game by Abbey Games in which you take control of nature through the hands of mighty giants. You possess all imaginable
powers over nature! There is only one thing on the planet that you do not control: mankind, with all their virtues and and all their vices. You
can shape their world, but not their will. It’s your responsibility to maintain a balance in which man is not overpowered by nature, and nature
does not fall to man’s greed. Inside the guide: • Descriptions of the game's premise and core gameplay concepts. • Information and tips on
how to tackle every level 1, 2 and 3 development - clear the game's 64 development challenges. • Detailed explanations of gameplay
elements. • Information on every resource in the game. Every Plant, Animal and Mineral detailed. • Information on the Giants and their
powers, and how best to evolve them.
The story continues with Arno Dorian, a French nobleman raised by the Templar Grand Master, Francois De La Serre. After the death of his
father, an Assassin, De La Serre adopts Arno and raises him as his own son, alongside his daughter Elise. Thirteen years later, on the eve of
Elies's induction into the Templar Order, De La Serre is murdered and Arno is jailed in the Bastille as the culprit. Vowing to track down the
killer of the man who raised him, Arno finds himself joining the Assassin Brotherhood and following a trail of corruption that goes much
deeper than every imagined. Join us as we scour every aspect of this massive game including the following: - A detailed main walkthrough
with optional objective coverage for 100% synchronization. - All Nostradamius Ensigmas & Paris Stories. - Full coverage of Cafe Theatre
Missions, Murder Mysteries and Social Club Missions. - A full trophy/achievement guide and much more!
Learn how the Assassin known as Connor came to be a deadly killer in this novel based on the Assassin's Creed™ video game series that
follows his father—Templar Grand Master, Haytham Kenway. “I am an expert swordsman. And I am skilled in the business of death. I take no
pleasure in my skill. Simply, I am good at it.” 1735, London. Haytham Kenway has been taught to use a sword from the age he was able to
hold one. When his family’s house is attacked—his father murdered and his sister taken by armed men—Haytham defends his home the only
way he can: he kills. With his family destroyed, he is taken in by a mysterious tutor who trains him to become a deadly killer. Consumed by
his thirst for revenge, Haytham begins a quest for retribution, trusting no one and questioning everything he has ever known. Conspiracy and
betrayal surround him as he is drawn into the centuries-old battle between the Assassins and the Templars. An Original Novel Based on the
Multiplatinum Video Game from Ubisoft

Welcome to the Gamer Guides Pokemon Conquest Strategy Guide! Inside this guide you will find: - The top five ways to become a
Pokémon Conquest Master. - Sure-fire tactics on how to recruit the very best Trainers in the game. - How to amass a mountain of
in-game cash to spend on the best armour, potions and upgrades. - And... how to beat every Kingdom in the main storyline with
style and ease.
Her job was ideal… …until the new guard arrived. Katrina has been playing it safe. Instead of living her best life, she's been working
as a security guard living paycheck to paycheck. Still, she has hopes of becoming an author. There’s no one to micro-manage
her. She’s able to write. There’s just one problem…Danny. When a new guard arrives and threatens her ability to cheat the
system, Katrina is pissed. Working on the clock requires secrecy and she doesn’t know if Danny can keep his mouth shut. Matters
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only worsen as a brushfire approaches and corporate creed puts her and Danny’s life at risk. This heart-pounding disaster thriller
questions what is worth fighting for, and Katrina is a resourceful woman you'll hope makes it out alive to see her dreams come
true.
This guide is quite simply exceptional. To have synthesized Assassin s Creed IV Black Flag into this single volume is one
remarkable achievement. It is the result of a resolute collaboration between Piggyback and the Ubisoft development teams, an
association initiated by the release of Assassin s Creed II. Everything you need is in here: the settings, the intrigue, the missions
and an in-depth explanation of all game systems, beautifully laid out with tons of concept art. Having read this, I believe you will
know as much about the game as we do, if not more. Jean Guesdon Creative Director, Assassin s Creed IV WORTH ITS WEIGHT
IN GOLD ? ALL 388 PAGES ARE A TREASURE: It s all in here...all secrets, all bonuses, all collectible items, all hidden
destinations, all Achievements and Trophies. ? YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO 100% COMPLETION: An at-a-glance walkthrough
steers you through every moment of the adventure supported by detailed, annotated next-gen screenshots. ? ALL GAME
SYSTEMS DECODED: Statistics, diagrams and analysis from our experts provide a comprehensive understanding of all game
systems and features. ?MULTIPLAYER SECTION: Includes hi-res maps, advanced tips and a wealth of insights. ? MAP POSTER:
Includes a two-sided map poster covering the immense game area. ? 82 PAGES OF EXTRAS: A concept art tour of the game
world; A story analysis and secret cheats; A contextualized history of the Golden Age of Piracy ? 100% COMPLETE: Main
missions, side quests and optional challenges all streamlined for 100% completion.
- The best way to survive your first night - optimise your time. - Key items, valuable techniques and advise on how best to advance
through the game. - Information on over 150 natural, crafted and smelted items. - Construction ideas for novice players, including
castles and 'Hobbit Holes'. - More than 45 minutes of helpful, narrated video showcasing survival basics, monument building, trap
construction. - Explanation of Redstone and its varied application in gadgets such as trapdoors and doorbells. - Essential graphical
mods to make the PC version of Minecraft look and run better than ever before.
Assassin's Creed Valhalla Guide If you've just started Eivor's journey, you'll most likely be looking for some Assassin's Creed
Valhalla tips and tricks to help you out in the early game. There are so many systems in play, and with a shift towards more tricky
Souls-like combat, you may need some pointers to get accustomed to the gameplay in Valhalla. This Assassin's Creed Valhalla
guide will focus on some general tips you should know before you start playing. It'll help you grapple with the game's combat and
exploration, while also pointing you towards the best available abilities in the game, setting you up for a successful siege of the
British Isles. In Assassin's Creed Valhalla Guide Book you will find information about the following topics: Assassin's Creed
Valhalla splits Eivor's special moves into two categories - abilities and skills. This guide will explain what Skills and Abilities are,
how they differ from each other, how to learn and master them and what are the best ones to take early on! This guide does NOT
contain story spoilers. It only shows and explains what you need to know about the Skills and Abilities systems in Assassin's
Creed Valhalla and which to learn as fast as possible to get an edge and a bit more depth to your Eivor build. ? Chapters
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Walkthroughs ? Abilities ? Lightsaber Guide ? Numerous How To-s ? Tips and Tricks DOWNLOD NOW!
Take a trip into the Twin-Peaks inspired world of Mr Alan Wake, a writer with a knack for turning his works of fiction into reality.
Join us as we take you on a unique journey through this experience and help you: - Complete the game with solid strategies for
every enemy encounter. - The location of all 106 Manuscript pages. - Where to pick up all 100 Coffee Thermos Flasks. - Open up
all 30 item-packed hidden weapons cache. - Shoot all 12 can-pyramids. - Where to read all 25 signs.Watch all 14 TV shows. And... tune in to all 11 radio shows.
The year is 48 BCE, and both Rome and Ptolemaic Egypt are torn by civil wars. In the chaos caused by this political upheaval, a
shadowy conspiracy seeks the mysteries buried under the sands of Egypt, not sparing any who stand in the way of their ambitions.
One such aggrieved individual, Bayek, a Medjay from Siwa, now seeks revenge against this secret organization. Ultimately going
back to the origins of the Assassin's Brotherhood, Assassin's Creed Origins is a rebirth of the Assassin's Creed franchise, adding a
vast open world, a revamped combat system and RPG elements to the prolific stealth-action series. - Guide includes a complete
walkthrough of all main quests, side quests and points of interest. - Ideal chronological order walkthrough. - All Stone Circle
locations and solutions. - Strategies for defeating all Phylakes. - Trophy/Achievement Guide
Explore the Great Pyramids and uncover the mysteries of ancient Egypt
Assassin's Creed Syndicate drops us into Victorian age London to liberate the city (and by extension the world) from Templar influence one
dead body and borough at a time. The most modern Assassin's Creed title yet sees numerous new features for the series including:
revolvers, trains, horse drawn carriages, Batman-style rope launchers and gang warfare all of which lend Syndicate a fresh feel after years of
similar, annual experiences. In our extensive Assassin’s Creed Syndicate guide, we'll take you through the game from beginning to end,
show you how to handle all those secondary memories and just about everything else the game has to offer! Our guide includes: - Every
story mission (and how to get FULL Synch for each one!). - All secondary memories covered (London Stories, The Dreadful Crimes, etc.). All Secrets of London. - How to takeover and conquer every borough. - Hunting/Harpooning/Crafting - it's all in here. - Associate Activities
and miscellaneous side-tasks explained. - Complete achievement/trophy unlock guide.
Provides information on all the main missions, side-quests, characters, and optional activities; offers walkthroughs and maps; and includes
story analysis.
After the events in the Colosseum Vault at the end of Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood, Desmond Miles falls into a coma and finds himself in
the Animus' Black Room. There he must search Ezio Auditore's memories once again to uncover the secrets needed to protect the things he
loves. Join us as we dive into the 16th century and seek out the knowledge of the legendary Assassin Mentor Altaïr Ibn-La'Ahad. In this guide
you will discover: - All main story missions with 100% synchronisation. - How to locate and complete every side-mission in full. - Where to find
every hidden Memoir Page and all of the fragments. - High Definition screenshots and videos showing you the best strategies in action.
* From the very same team that brought you the highly acclaimed guides to Assassin's Creed II, Brotherhood and Revelations. * 100%
complete: Main missions, side quests and optional challenges - all streamlined for 100% completion. * All secrets included: All unlockables,
all bonuses, all collectible items, all hidden destinations, all Achievements and all Trophies...you won't miss a thing. * Revolutionary
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Walkthrough: An at-a-glance walkthrough covers every step of the adventure supported by detailed, annotated screenshots. * Authoritative:
Statistics, diagrams and analysis from our experts provide a comprehensive understanding of all game systems and features. * Story
Analysis: Includes a series retrospective and breakdown of all major plot events and mysteries, with insightful speculation on future
developments. * Multiplayer Section: Packed with a wealth of insights, advanced tips and hi-res maps. Covers: Xbox 360®, Playstation®3,
PC
Games systems used to be simple--plug into TV, put in game cartirage, power on...and occasionally spend several minutes plugging dust out
and putting it in at just the right angle! Today game systems are more than game systems--they are multi-media powerhouses. In the case of
PS3, it is a full on computer. This guide will help you get the most out of your PS3 and everything that's built into it--from adjusting parental
settings to changing the way it looks. GameCaps Walkthroughs was started as a way of bringing cheap, reliable, and informative game
walkthroughs and system profiles. Our library is growing more every month.
Assassin’s Creed is one of the biggest entertainment properties in the world. A sweeping and visually rich narrative covering the Crusades in
medieval Jerusalem, the pirate-infested oceans of the Caribbean, the height of the French Revolution, and more, Assassin’s Creed
immerses fans in the most dramatic periods in human history and brings to life some of its most intriguing and influential characters. This
comprehensive book explores the history and legacy of Assassin’s Creed, its rich mythology, and the vivid artwork of the entire franchise,
including works created for the graphic novels and downloadable content. With never-before-seen concept and character art, Assassin’s
Creed: The Complete Visual History reveals the creative process behind the immersive historical settings as well as the development of such
iconic characters as Altair, Ezio, Connor, and Arno, to name a few, chronicling how the franchise has evolved over the years while retaining
its bold, signature look. Written by gaming journalist Matthew Miller and featuring commentary from key Ubisoft developers and artists, this
comprehensive visual history offers unparalleled insight into one of the industry’s most acclaimed franchises. The ultimate word on the
blockbuster gaming phenomenon, Assassin’s Creed: The Complete Visual History is a must read for fans of the franchise and those
interested in discovering the astounding artistry behind the creation of a major contemporary video game series.
- This is the 100% complete guide to Assassin's Creed Brotherhood - A colossal 40+page Extras chapter features every Secret along with a
Behind-the-Scenes section, an Artwork Gallery and an in-depth examination of key events and protagonists in the Assassin's Creed series The user-friendly Walkthrough chapter charts a successful and rewarding path through the main story with step-by-step action on the lefthand page and advanced data and new features on the right - A 40+page Side Quests chapter presents a game roadmap, all optional
activities and Metagames and every secret collectible on highly detailed area maps - The Reference & Analysis chapter offers lists and
analysis of all Enemies, Weapons, Equipment, Moves, Shop Items and Achievements & Trophies - The dedicated Multiplayer chapter details
all Multiplayer features and maps and includes expert advice on the scoring system & bonuses, abilities, streaks, perks, challenges and level
progression - Carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story spoilers - Quick search index for ease-of-use - Includes a large map poster with
the collectibles marked
A Templar and an Assassin are caught up in a quest for vengeance during the French Revolution in this novel based on the Assassin's
Creed™ video game series. “I have been beaten, deceived and betrayed. They murdered my father—and I will have my revenge at whatever
cost!” 1789: The magnificent city of Paris sees the dawn of the French Revolution. The cobblestone streets run red with blood as the people
rise against the oppressive aristocracy. But revolutionary justice comes at a high price... At a time when the divide between the rich and the
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poor is at its most extreme, and a nation is tearing itself apart, a young man and woman fight to avenge all they have lost. Soon Arno and
Élise are drawn into the centuries-old battle between the Assassins and the Templars—a world with dangers more deadly than they could ever
have imagined. An Original Novel Based on the Multiplatinum Video Game from Ubisoft
Become a living legend with this Collector's Edition guide from Prima Games! Assassin's Creed® Odyssey Map Poster: All of the major cities
and key locations called out on an easy to reference poster. Art and Gallery Concepts: Game images and art concepts provide a visual
narrative of the Assassin's Creed® Odyssey development team's artful recreation of Ancient Greece. A Message For Fans: This Collector's
Edition guide features a foreword written by Jonathan Dumont, the Creative Director of Assassin's Creed® Odyssey. Epic Odyssey: Embark
on your journey and follow the main story campaign as you uncover the truth about your family. We help guide you through Ancient Greece
where your choices and their consequences impact your story during this epic journey. Odyssey Atlas: Detailed maps that identify points of
interest, rare treasures, and other important locations throughout Ancient Greece. Much More! Special Abilities and naval combat upgrades,
engraving information, playstyle tips, and a lot more! Digital Bonus: Unlock your digital version of this guide with the free code included inside.
Access your digital guide anytime, anywhere, on any web-enabled device.
The reporters said it was a sexy story—church, money, greed, adultery, blood, a defenseless child with profound disabilities, and a good man
who never saw it coming, all the elements that garnered column inches and high ratings. The main players on the stage included a talented
journalist who played the organ at church, a cunning narcissist who hid behind a pretty face and a sweet demeanor, and a respected
businessman and father. The plan, her plan, unfolded in the early morning hours of June 8, 1994, when a flyspeck of a man dressed in black,
covetous and possessed by passion, clutched a large knife in his gloved hands and stood above his sleeping prey. He could not know, as the
blade arced toward its target, how many lives would be forever changed by their crimes.
Before Assassin's Creed Origins, there was an Oath. Egypt, 70BC, a merciless killer stalks the land. His mission- to find and destroy the last
members of an ancient order, the Medjay - to eradicate the bloodline. In peaceful Siwa, the town's protector abruptly departs, leaving his
teenage son, Bayek, with questions about his own future and a sense of purpose he knows he must fulfill. Bayek sets off in search of
answers, his journey taking him along the Nile and through an Egypt in turmoil, facing the dangers and the mysteries of the Medjay's path.
• Setting information, faction descriptions, and history breakdowns. • Detailed memory block walkthroughs describing traffic, security,
controlling factions, view points and side-quests. • Tips for completing all 44 of the XBox 360 Achievements. • Locations of all flags, targets,
and templar locations for all areas of the game. • Advice on the utilization of certain maneuvers to aid in moving through the crowd and
swooping in for the kill.
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